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hunting-ground of the same dubious elements as we have seen
creeping into the survivals of the Freikorps organizations.
What was the more important consequence, however., was the
fact that because it proclaimed itself the party of the proletarian
revolution, every class-conscious Socialist, every believer in
direct action, had nowhere else to go, if he either rejected official
Socialism, or let its policy get finally on his nerves. The events
of 1920-1923 had left a bitter memory of the crushing of working-
class revolt by the mercenaries of a bourgeois regime, and there
were many Socialists who could never forgive the official leader-
ship for connivance in the oppression of the militant worker.
The Communist party became the asylum for all Socialist pro-
testers, and thereby rent in twain both the Socialist party and
working-class solidarity.
Now by 1927 the protesters were increasing in numbers,
though not all took the drastic step of joining the Communist
party; they were content to vote for it. The official Socialist
party, the largest party in Germany, which had itself polled over
20 per cent of the votes at the last election, had ceased entirely
to be a revolutionary party. Except in certain well-defined areas
it could hardly, except formally, be called a proletarian party.
But it was essentially a class-conscious party in the sense that
it was completely identified with the classes it represented, the
wage-earning and the low-salaried classes. It existed to main-
tain and extend their interests, and these interests could neither
be maintained nor extended by revolution. It was thus now at
once an interest party and a political party, conservative in its
defence of working-class interests and radical in its general
policy and attitude. The major part of its leadership was supplied
by the trade unions who were its backbone and dictated very
largely its social policy; the minor and the more active part by
intellectuals, mostly salaried intellectuals, who maintained its
contact with the professions and the middle-class. Most of these
were honest and capable, some were brilliant, and some really
strong men, but not one appealed to the popular imagination,
nor indeed dared to* Thanks to tradition they got the disciplined
loyalty of the party man; they never enjoyed the passionate

